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In this lesson students read Seeing the World Through Numbers, a book about numbers and what they communicate
about the world. Students find that numbers can represent many things—people’s heights, weather data, etc. As they
read, students practice visualizing the numbers to help them better understand what numbers convey. After students
read, the class discusses line plots from the book and learn that range (lowest to highest number) is a way to describe a
pattern. At the end of the lesson, the class is introduced to a new way to organize data. Students learn that adding each
day's rainfall total for one month simplifies monthly precipitation data by reducing it to one number, which allows an
easy comparison of precipitation in two places or in two different months. The purpose of this lesson is for students to
gain more practice with interpreting line plots related to weather and to compare temperature ranges and precipitation
with more than one day of data. This will help prepare them to compare weather data for the three islands in later
lessons.

PPrredictedicted Phenomenon:ed Phenomenon: The future weather on three islands
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Different monthly temperature ranges and monthly rainfall totals in two different places

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Visualizing during reading can help you understand what the numbers on a line plot mean.

• The range of a set of numbers is the span between the lowest and highest numbers in the group.

• Range is a way to describe one kind of pattern.

• Temperature data for one month can be described as the range of daily high temperatures over the whole month.

• Precipitation data for one month can be described as the total precipitation over the whole month.
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Students are introduced to the book and visualize the numeral 2 in different
ways to prepare for visualizing as they read.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reevieview the Inw the Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion. Refer to the board and point out that as meteorologists, students are trying to
understand whether patterns of weather might help them predict future weather, which could help them select the best
island for the orangutan reserve.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce the book.e the book. Hold up a copy of Seeing the World Through Numbers, and read the title aloud. Explain that this
book is about what numbers can tell you about the world, especially numbers related to weather.

1
STUDENT-TO-STUDENT
DISCUSSION

Reviewing the Visualizing
Strategy

2 3

Reviewing the Visualizing
Strategy

15
MIN

So far in this unit, we have been looking at a lot of numbers—temperatures, measurements of precipitation, and
data about orangutans. It is important for meteorologists to understand what different numbers mean and how
to organize numbers so they can look for patterns.
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33. P. Prroject Numeroject Numeral 2.al 2. Explain that one way to understand numbers is to visualize what they mean. Explain that students
will now practice this before they read the book.

44. P. Prroject 2 Soject 2 Sandwicheandwichess.. Have the class read the sentence with you.

• "What is this numeral?" [2.]

• "What does 2 mean in this sentence?" [The number of sandwiches that my brother ate.]

Lesson 2.2
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55. P. Prroject 2 Doject 2 Degregreeeess.. Ask a volunteer to read the sentence.

66. R. Reevieview the Vw the Visualizing Strisualizing Stratategyegy..

77. S. Set purpoet purposse fe for ror reeadingading SSeeing the Weeing the World Throrld Through Numberough Numberss.. Hold a copy of the book and let students know that as
they read, they are going to visualize what the numbers in the book mean and what they communicate about the world.

88. A. Asssign psign pairairs and diss and distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Seeing the World Through Numbers to each pair of
students.

99. Model visualizing b. Model visualizing by ry reeading aloud pading aloud pagagees 3 thrs 3 through 5ough 5..

1100. R. Reead pad pagage 6 aloud and dise 6 aloud and discuscuss the line plots the line plot.. Spend time looking at the components of the line plot. Ask what the line
plot shows. [Heights in Mr. Vu's class.] Point out the title of the line plot, if needed.

• "What does 2 mean in this sentence?" [The temperature. The number of degrees Fahrenheit measured on a
thermometer.]

When you read each sentence, you probably visualized—or made a picture in your mind—of what the 22 meant.
You might have pictured two tasty sandwiches, and when you read 2 degrees, maybe you pictured a
thermometer or envisioned yourself bundled up in a big coat in a cold, snowy place.

When I read "128 centimeters" on page 4, I wasn't sure what the number meant, but when I looked at page 5, it
helped me make a picture in my mind of what that means to me. When I think about 128 centimeters, I picture
the height of someone smaller than an adult, but bigger than a preschool student. I also remember that
orangutans are between 120 and 132 centimeters tall, so 128 centimeters is about the same height as an adult
orangutan.
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Conclude that visualizing the different numbers on the line plot helped you better understand the line plot and the data
it represents.

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
Imagine you recorded temperature data for 30 days. Would you use a data table or a line plot to organize your data?
Why? This prompt (on page 20 in the Investigation Notebook) allows students to think about why they are learning new
methods for organizing and describing weather data in this chapter.

Background

About the BAbout the Book:ook: SSeeing the Weeing the World Throrld Through Numberough Numberss
Seeing the World Through Numbers invites students to think differently about numbers and what they mean. Numbers
are not just marks on a page. In fact, they can tell us a lot about the world. The book shows students how
numbers—and various ways of organizing them—reveal information about weather. Numbers can give us a sense of
how a day will feel, and also allow us to predict what a future day will be like. Seeing the World Through Numbers shows
how line plots allow us to analyze data and how totals are a useful tool for analyzing a month’s worth of precipitation
data. The book’s beautiful illustrations help students make sense of a variety of data and support students in visualizing
numbers. Seeing the World Through Numbers delivers essential unit content in an engaging, relatable context and
models the scientific practice of analyzing data.

The line plot is organized in a way that helps me visualize the heights of people in this class. I can see that two
students are 122 centimeters tall. When I compare that number to the height of the girl named Liz who is 128
centimeters tall, I picture two students who are shorter than Liz. This line plot also shows that someone is 170
centimeters tall. This number is much bigger than 128 centimeters, so I picture someone who is much taller than
the girl.

Lesson 2.2
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Students practice visualizing and see how line plots are useful for finding the
range, which can then be used to compare sets of data.

Instructional Guide
1. P1. Prroject Toject Temperemperaturature Be Benchmarkenchmarkss.. Remind students to visualize what the numbers in the book mean as they read,
paying particular attention to the numbers on the line plots about temperature. Recommend that students stop at each
line plot and visualize what the numbers mean, and then share with their partners. Encourage students to ask
questions and discuss them with their partners as they read as well.

2. O2. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Vsment: Visualizing with Line Plotisualizing with Line Plotss.. As you circulate, listen and make note of whether students are
sharing what they visualize as they read with their partners. Prompt students to visualize what the numbers in the line
plots mean by asking, “What picture do you have in your mind as you read the numbers in the line plot?”

33. In. Invitvite se studenttudents’ ques’ quesstionstions.. Call on a few volunteers to share questions about the book.

44. Intr. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagage 2e 233.. Have students turn to page 23, Comparing Temperature Ranges, in their notebooks.
Review the directions.

1

2
READING

Partner Reading

3

Partner Reading
35
MIN
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55. Student. Students cs compomparare line plote line plots and cs and completomplete the note the notebook pebook pagagee.. Circulate and offer support as necessary. Encourage
pairs to work together and discuss their ideas.

66. P. Prroject poject pagage 1e 177.. Compare the two line plots and discuss the different temperature ranges for May. Have students use
their notebook responses to discuss the line plots.

77. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst the vt the vococabularabulary cy carard fd foror rrangangee on the clason the classrsroom woom wall.all. Point out the lowest and highest numbers on
each line plot as you define range.

88. R. Reead aloud and poad aloud and posst the kt the keey cy conconceptept..

• "Remember, a pattern is something that you observe to be similar over and over again. If I look at where the boy
lives, are the temperatures similar for every day in May?" [Yes.]

• "If I look at the line plot for the cousin, are the temperatures similar for every day in May?" [Yes.]

One way to describe this temperature pattern is to give the range. I can say that the range of temperatures in May
where the boy lives is 77°F to 85°F. This describes the temperature pattern in May with the lowest and the highest
temperatures. The range of temperatures where his cousin lives is 65°F to 73°F. This describes the temperature
pattern in May at his cousin's house.

Range is the span between the lowest and highest numbers in a group. The range describes one kind of pattern
that helps meteorologists make predictions about the weather.

Temperature data for one month can be described as the range of daily high temperatures over the whole month.

Lesson 2.2
Activity 2
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Embedded Formative Assessment

Teacher Support
Background

SScienccience Note Note: De: Deesscribing Monthly Tcribing Monthly Temperemperaturatureess
Meteorologists use average temperature (average high temperature and average low temperature) to describe a month
of temperature data more often than range. Average temperature summarizes the typical temperatures in an entire
month with a single number. Range is more commonly used if a meteorologist wants to emphasize
outliers—temperatures that are much higher or lower than average. While less typical in weather reporting, the range of
high temperatures over a month allows students to discover that there is a pattern to a location's temperature in a way
that is more apparent than when looking at averages. Student experience is often of the daily changes to the weather,
leading many students to think that weather is random. Plotting the daily high temperature for a month can help them
see that even though the weather isn’t exactly the same every day, it still falls within a fairly confined range, and one
that can be different from the range of temperatures for another location. In the next chapter, students look at bar
graphs of average high temperature by month. Students are not expected to understand how to calculate averages or
even fully grasp what an average is in third grade. However, with visual supports, they discuss the connections between
an average for a month and a line plot of all the temperatures for a month in order to understand that the average is a
way of summarizing what temperatures were most typical that month.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 4: Vsment 4: Visualizing with Line Plotisualizing with Line Plotss
LLook fook for:or: At this point in the unit, students have had a few opportunities to visualize while reading and investigating. In
this activity, partners make pictures in their minds about what the numbers in the line plot tell them about the weather
in two different places. As students share, take note of whether students are visualizing what the temperatures mean in
order to understand that the boy lives in a warmer place than his cousin. Look for students who are able to describe
pictures in their minds by comparing temperatures on the line plot to temperatures on the Temperature Benchmarks
chart, and/or by using what they know about particular temperatures to describe what they may be wearing or doing at
a particular temperature.

NoNow what?w what? If students are struggling to visualize the temperatures in the line plots, consider providing additional
modeling with the Temperature Benchmarks chart. Turn to page 10 in the book, Seeing the World Through Numbers, to
discuss the temperatures in the line plot. Think aloud as you create a picture in your mind of what it means for the
temperature to be between 77ºF and 85°F. For example, “The temperature where the boy lives is warmer than what it
feels like in the classroom right now (70°F), but not as warm as a day where chocolate would melt outside (93°F). In my
mind, I am making a picture of myself wearing a T-shirt and shorts and feeling very comfortable outside.” Depending on
how many students need this support, you could work with students individually, with a small group, or with the whole
class.
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Instructional Suggestion

SScienccience Note Note: Re: Rangange in Math ve in Math vss. R. Rangange in Mete in Meteoreorologyology
Students may have experience with finding ranges in math class. In math, the range is the distance between two
numbers, for example, the range of the set of numbers 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8 is 6 (8 minus 2). When meteorologists talk about
the range of a set of temperatures, range has a slightly different meaning. The range of as set of temperatures is not the
distance between the lowest and highest temperatures, but rather the entire span of temperatures. For example, the
range of 56°F, 59°F, 61°F, 63°F, and 65°F is not 9 (65 minus 56), but rather 56–65°F. Knowing that the range of
temperatures was 56–65°F is more useful than knowing that the temperatures spanned 9 degrees. It may be useful to
point out this difference to students so they do not confuse what they are learning in math class with what they are
learning in science.

Possible Responses

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
CCompomparing Taring Temperemperaturature Re Rangangeess (page 23)

1. What pattern do you see in the temperature where the boy lives? The temperatures are between 77°F to 85°F.
2. What pattern do you see in the temperature where the boy’s cousin lives? The temperatures are between 65°F to
73°F.
3. What can you say about the temperature of where the boy lives compared to the temperature of where his cousin
lives?
In May, the temperature where the boy lives is warmer than the temperature where his cousin lives.

Lesson 2.2
Activity 2
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23

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Weather and Climate—Lesson 2.2

Comparing Temperature Ranges

Turn to page 17 in Seeing the World Through Numbers. Use the line plots to 
answer the following questions.

1. What pattern do you see in the temperature where the boy lives?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

2. What pattern do you see in the temperature where the boy’s cousin lives?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3. What can you say about the temperature of where the boy lives 
compared to the temperature of where his cousin lives?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students are introduced to the book and visualize the numeral 2 in different
ways to prepare for visualizing as they read.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reevieview the Inw the Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion. Refer to the board and point out that as meteorologists, students are trying to
understand whether patterns of weather might help them predict future weather, which could help them select the best
island for the orangutan reserve.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce the book.e the book. Hold up a copy of Seeing the World Through Numbers, and read the title aloud. Explain that this
book is about what numbers can tell you about the world, especially numbers related to weather.

1
STUDENT-TO-STUDENT
DISCUSSION

Reviewing the Visualizing
Strategy

2 3

Reviewing the Visualizing
Strategy

15
MIN

Hasta ahora en esta unidad, hemos estado observando muchos números: temperaturas, mediciones de
precipitación y datos sobre orangutanes. Para los meteorólogos es importante entender lo que significan
diferentes números y cómo organizar los números para poder buscar patrones.
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33. P. Prroject Numeroject Numeral 2.al 2. Explain that one way to understand numbers is to visualize what they mean. Explain that students
will now practice this before they read the book.

44. P. Prroject 2 Soject 2 Sandwicheandwichess.. Have the class read the sentence with you.

• "What is this numeral?" [2.]

• "What does 2 mean in this sentence?" [The number of sandwiches that my brother ate.]

Lesson 2.2
Activity 1
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55. P. Prroject 2 Doject 2 Degregreeeess.. Ask a volunteer to read the sentence.

66. R. Reevieview the Vw the Visualizing Strisualizing Stratategyegy..

77. S. Set purpoet purposse fe for ror reeadingading SSeeing the Weeing the World Throrld Through Numberough Numberss.. Hold a copy of the book and let students know that as
they read, they are going to visualize what the numbers in the book mean and what they communicate about the world.

88. A. Asssign psign pairairs and diss and distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Seeing the World Through Numbers to each pair of
students.

99. Model visualizing b. Model visualizing by ry reeading aloud pading aloud pagagees 3 thrs 3 through 5ough 5..

1100. R. Reead pad pagage 6 aloud and dise 6 aloud and discuscuss the line plots the line plot.. Spend time looking at the components of the line plot. Ask what the line
plot shows. [Heights in Mr. Vu's class.] Point out the title of the line plot, if needed.

• "What does 2 mean in this sentence?" [The temperature. The number of degrees Fahrenheit measured on a
thermometer.]

Cuando leyeron cada oración, probablemente visualizaron (o hicieron una imagen en la mente) lo que significaba
el 22. Tal vez hayan imaginado dos sándwiches sabrosos, y cuando leyeron 2 grados, quizá imaginaron un
termómetro o se visualizaron a ustedes mismos envueltos en un gran abrigo en un lugar frío y nevado.

Cuando leí "128 centímetros" en la página 4, no sabía con seguridad lo que significaba el número, pero cuando
miré la página 5, me ayudó a hacer una imagen en mi mente de lo que eso significa para mí. Cuando pienso en
128 centímetros, imagino la altura de alguien más pequeño que un adulto, pero más grande que un estudiante
preescolar. También recuerdo que los orangutanes miden entre 120 y 132 centímetros de alto, así que 128
centímetros es aproximadamente la misma altura que mide un orangután adulto.

Weather and Climate
Lesson Guides
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Conclude that visualizing the different numbers on the line plot helped you better understand the line plot and the data
it represents.

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
Imagine you recorded temperature data for 30 days. Would you use a data table or a line plot to organize your data?
Why? This prompt (on page 20 in the Investigation Notebook) allows students to think about why they are learning new
methods for organizing and describing weather data in this chapter.

Background

About the BAbout the Book:ook: SSeeing the Weeing the World Throrld Through Numberough Numberss
Seeing the World Through Numbers invites students to think differently about numbers and what they mean. Numbers
are not just marks on a page. In fact, they can tell us a lot about the world. The book shows students how
numbers—and various ways of organizing them—reveal information about weather. Numbers can give us a sense of
how a day will feel, and also allow us to predict what a future day will be like. Seeing the World Through Numbers shows
how line plots allow us to analyze data and how totals are a useful tool for analyzing a month’s worth of precipitation
data. The book’s beautiful illustrations help students make sense of a variety of data and support students in visualizing
numbers. Seeing the World Through Numbers delivers essential unit content in an engaging, relatable context and
models the scientific practice of analyzing data.

El gráfico de puntos está organizado de una manera que me ayuda a visualizar las alturas de las personas en esta
clase. Puedo ver que dos estudiantes miden 122 centímetros de alto. Cuando comparo ese número con la altura
de la niña llamada Liz que mide 128 centímetros de alto, imagino dos estudiantes que son más bajos que Liz.
Este gráfico de puntos también muestra que alguien mide 170 centímetros de alto. Este número es mucho más
grande que 128 centímetros, así que imagino a alguien que es mucho más alto que la niña.

Lesson 2.2
Activity 1
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Students practice visualizing and see how line plots are useful for finding the
range, which can then be used to compare sets of data.

Instructional Guide
1. P1. Prroject Toject Temperemperaturature Be Benchmarkenchmarkss.. Remind students to visualize what the numbers in the book mean as they read,
paying particular attention to the numbers on the line plots about temperature. Recommend that students stop at each
line plot and visualize what the numbers mean, and then share with their partners. Encourage students to ask
questions and discuss them with their partners as they read as well.

2. O2. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Vsment: Visualizing with Line Plotisualizing with Line Plotss.. As you circulate, listen and make note of whether students are
sharing what they visualize as they read with their partners. Prompt students to visualize what the numbers in the line
plots mean by asking, “What picture do you have in your mind as you read the numbers in the line plot?”

33. In. Invitvite se studenttudents’ ques’ quesstionstions.. Call on a few volunteers to share questions about the book.

44. Intr. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagage 2e 233.. Have students turn to page 23, Comparing Temperature Ranges, in their notebooks.
Review the directions.

1

2
READING

Partner Reading

3

Partner Reading
35
MIN
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55. Student. Students cs compomparare line plote line plots and cs and completomplete the note the notebook pebook pagagee.. Circulate and offer support as necessary. Encourage
pairs to work together and discuss their ideas.

66. P. Prroject poject pagage 1e 177.. Compare the two line plots and discuss the different temperature ranges for May. Have students use
their notebook responses to discuss the line plots.

77. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst the vt the vococabularabulary cy carard fd foror rrangangee on the clason the classrsroom woom wall.all. Point out the lowest and highest numbers on
each line plot as you define range.

88. R. Reead aloud and poad aloud and posst the kt the keey cy conconceptept..

• "Remember, a pattern is something that you observe to be similar over and over again. If I look at where the boy
lives, are the temperatures similar for every day in May?" [Yes.]

• "If I look at the line plot for the cousin, are the temperatures similar for every day in May?" [Yes.]

Una manera de describir este patrón de temperaturas es dar el rango. Puedo decir que el rango de temperaturas
en mayo donde vive el niño es de 77°F a 85°F. Esto describe el patrón de temperaturas en mayo con las
temperaturas mínimas y máximas. El rango de temperaturas donde vive su prima es de 65°F a 73°F. Esto
describe el patrón de temperaturas en mayo en la casa de su prima.

Rango es el intervalo entre el número más bajo y el número más alto en un grupo. El rango describe un tipo de
patrón que ayuda a los meteorólogos a hacer predicciones sobre las condiciones atmosféricas.

Los datos de la temperatura para un mes se pueden describir como el rango de temperaturas máximas diarias
durante el mes entero.

Lesson 2.2
Activity 2
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Embedded Formative Assessment

Teacher Support
Background

SScienccience Note Note: De: Deesscribing Monthly Tcribing Monthly Temperemperaturatureess
Meteorologists use average temperature (average high temperature and average low temperature) to describe a month
of temperature data more often than range. Average temperature summarizes the typical temperatures in an entire
month with a single number. Range is more commonly used if a meteorologist wants to emphasize
outliers—temperatures that are much higher or lower than average. While less typical in weather reporting, the range of
high temperatures over a month allows students to discover that there is a pattern to a location's temperature in a way
that is more apparent than when looking at averages. Student experience is often of the daily changes to the weather,
leading many students to think that weather is random. Plotting the daily high temperature for a month can help them
see that even though the weather isn’t exactly the same every day, it still falls within a fairly confined range, and one
that can be different from the range of temperatures for another location. In the next chapter, students look at bar
graphs of average high temperature by month. Students are not expected to understand how to calculate averages or
even fully grasp what an average is in third grade. However, with visual supports, they discuss the connections between
an average for a month and a line plot of all the temperatures for a month in order to understand that the average is a
way of summarizing what temperatures were most typical that month.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 4: Vsment 4: Visualizing with Line Plotisualizing with Line Plotss
LLook fook for:or: At this point in the unit, students have had a few opportunities to visualize while reading and investigating. In
this activity, partners make pictures in their minds about what the numbers in the line plot tell them about the weather
in two different places. As students share, take note of whether students are visualizing what the temperatures mean in
order to understand that the boy lives in a warmer place than his cousin. Look for students who are able to describe
pictures in their minds by comparing temperatures on the line plot to temperatures on the Temperature Benchmarks
chart, and/or by using what they know about particular temperatures to describe what they may be wearing or doing at
a particular temperature.

NoNow what?w what? If students are struggling to visualize the temperatures in the line plots, consider providing additional
modeling with the Temperature Benchmarks chart. Turn to page 10 in the book, Seeing the World Through Numbers, to
discuss the temperatures in the line plot. Think aloud as you create a picture in your mind of what it means for the
temperature to be between 77ºF and 85°F. For example, “The temperature where the boy lives is warmer than what it
feels like in the classroom right now (70°F), but not as warm as a day where chocolate would melt outside (93°F). In my
mind, I am making a picture of myself wearing a T-shirt and shorts and feeling very comfortable outside.” Depending on
how many students need this support, you could work with students individually, with a small group, or with the whole
class.

Weather and Climate
Lesson Guides
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Instructional Suggestion

SScienccience Note Note: Re: Rangange in Math ve in Math vss. R. Rangange in Mete in Meteoreorologyology
Students may have experience with finding ranges in math class. In math, the range is the distance between two
numbers, for example, the range of the set of numbers 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8 is 6 (8 minus 2). When meteorologists talk about
the range of a set of temperatures, range has a slightly different meaning. The range of as set of temperatures is not the
distance between the lowest and highest temperatures, but rather the entire span of temperatures. For example, the
range of 56°F, 59°F, 61°F, 63°F, and 65°F is not 9 (65 minus 56), but rather 56–65°F. Knowing that the range of
temperatures was 56–65°F is more useful than knowing that the temperatures spanned 9 degrees. It may be useful to
point out this difference to students so they do not confuse what they are learning in math class with what they are
learning in science.

Possible Responses

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
CCompomparing Taring Temperemperaturature Re Rangangeess (page 23)

1. What pattern do you see in the temperature where the boy lives? The temperatures are between 77°F to 85°F.
2. What pattern do you see in the temperature where the boy’s cousin lives? The temperatures are between 65°F to
73°F.
3. What can you say about the temperature of where the boy lives compared to the temperature of where his cousin
lives?
In May, the temperature where the boy lives is warmer than the temperature where his cousin lives.

Lesson 2.2
Activity 2
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23

Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Las condiciones atmosféricas y el clima—Lección 2.2

Comparar rangos de temperatura

Pasa a la página 17 en Ver el mundo a través de los números. Usa los 
gráficos de puntos para responder las preguntas siguientes.

1. ¿Qué patrón ves en la temperatura donde vive el niño?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

2. ¿Qué patrón ves en la temperatura donde vive la prima del niño?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3. ¿Qué puedes decir sobre la temperatura donde vive el niño comparada 
con la temperatura donde vive su prima?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. 
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